In this paper, we consider the regularity criteria for the 3D MHD equations. It is proved that if
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the following three-dimensional (D) magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations: energy. However, the issue of regularity and uniqueness of such a given weak solution remains a challenging open problem. Many sufficient conditions (see, e.g., [-] and the references therein) were derived to guarantee the regularity of the weak solution. Among these results, we are interested in regularity criteria involving only partial components of the velocity u, the magnetic field b, the pressure gradient ∇π , etc.
In [], Jia and Zhou used an intricate decomposition technique and delicate inequalities to obtain the following regularity criterion: ≤ q ≤ ∞ in a unified approach.
As far as one directional derivative of the velocity field is concerned, Cao and Wu [] proved the following regularity criterion:
Jia and Zhou [] showed that if
then the solution is regular. These results were improved by Zhang [] to be
We would like to give another contribution in this direction and prove that if
then the solution actually is smooth. Here,Ẋ r is the multiplier spaces, which is strictly larger than L  r (R  ) (see Section  for details).
Notice that our result extends
which is in [] for the Navier-Stokes equations. At this moment, for MHD equations (), we could not be able to add the regularity condition on one directional derivative of the http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2013/1/270 velocity field only, since we need to convert () into a symmetric form. We also improve the result
of [] in the sense that we need only one directional derivative of u + b or u -b to ensure the smoothness of the solution.
Before stating the precise result, let us recall the weak formulation of MHD equations (). 
() () ,,, are satisfied in the distributional sense; () the energy inequality
Now, our main results read as follows.
then the solution is smooth on (, T).
The proof of Theorem  will be given in Section . In Section , we introduce the multiplier spacesẊ r and recall their fine properties.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall the definition and fine properties of the multiplier spacesẊ r (see [ 
, ] for example).
Definition  For  ≤ r < /, the homogeneous spaceẊ r is defined as the space of f ∈ L  loc (R  ) such that
is the space of distributions u such that
We have the following scaling properties:
When r = , we havė
where BMO is the homogeneous space of bounded mean oscillations associated with the semi-norm
Furthermore, we have the following strict imbeddings:
which could be justified simply as
Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we shall prove Theorem . As we will see in the proof below, we need only to consider the case that
First, let us convert () into a symmetric form. Writing
we find by adding and subtracting ()  with ()  ,
The rest of the proof is organized as follows. In the first step, we dominate ∂  ω ± (t) L  and the time integral of ∇∂  ω ± (t) L  , while the second step is devoted to controlling
Step . ∂  ω ± L  estimates. Taking the inner product of ()  with -
adding them together, and noticing that ∇ · ω ± = , we obtain
We now estimate I as
(definition of multiplier spaces)
Plugging () into (), invoking the Gronwall inequality, and noticing (), we deduce
Step . ∇ω ± L  estimates. Taking the inner product of ()  with -
Utilizing interpolation inequalities and the following multiplicative Gagliardo-Nireberg inequalities it follows that
inequality). ()
Putting () into (), utilizing the Gronwall inequality, and noticing (), we deduce sup ≤t≤T ∇ω ± (t) L  ≤ C < ∞, and
and consequently,
The classical Serrin-type regularity criterion [] then concludes the proof of Theorem .
